Manifesto for Maintenance Team of H-14

I G. Yogeswara Rao, doing my PhD in Electrical Engineering residing in the Hostel 14 C-Wing Room No: 715, contesting for the post of maintenance councilor of this hostel. The following are the manifested points from me and my team of contesting maintenance secretaries

1. Vikas Pendem (PhD Electrical Engineering, H-14-A-Wing, and Room No: 328)
2. Sreenadh Surapaneni (PhD Electrical Engineering, H-14-C-Wing, and Room No: 712)
3. R. Sri Prakash (PhD Electrical Engineering, H-14-B-Wing, and Room No: 408)
4. Rohit Minj (M.Tech CSRE, H-14-C-Wing, and Room No: 302)

If we got elected as maintenance team of this hostel, we will try to full fill all the following manifested points.

1. Maintaining water filters regularly to provide good quality water to the residents
2. To increase the number of washing machines
3. To increase the number of dryers
4. Placing washing machines and dryers in particular floors of every wing in the hostel rather than keeping in a common washing room and looking after their regular maintenance
5. Try to arrange a commonplace to iron the clothes by utilizing available iron boxes, increasing their number and creating awareness among students about their availability
6. Increasing the available drying space by keeping more ropes in common drying areas in balcony
7. Keep efforts to increase the cleaning frequency of the hostel rooms from monthly once to twice
8. Fixed dustbins in every floor to resolve the problems of toppling by Birds/Cats/Dogs
10. Maintaining the cycle parking area and clearing the cycles in mess ceiling area by coordinating with other hostel councilor
11. To bring back LED scroll board and hostel name board
12. Regular pest control in hostel area to control insects
13. Placing sign boards at the hostel entrance, may be through LED screen
14. Coordinating with web secretary to update the facilities available in the hostel in hostel website
15. Maintenance of fire safety equipment, and follow up of purchase of gross cutting machine
16. Maintenance of exhaust fans
17. Effective utilization of free common places
18. Beds/cots to be repaired by using plate or rods. Many residents might face backache or spinal cord problems in the future because of the bent (concave) beds.
19. Will propose for relocation of mobile radiation tower present on the roof C-wing as radiations affect human/biological cells which in turn have a direct impact on our growth and also, prolonged exposure to such radiations may lead to an increased chance of cancer.
20. New additive healthy canteen for the athletes, gym lovers and fitness freaks (no junk food, no fast food) serving pure healthy menu.
21. Common Switch (MCB) for common rooms once they got ready
22. Removal of name plates in notices boards of every wing and updating them
23. Will Keep efforts in keeping **Wi-Fi routers** in every floor/ at particular points of a wing
24. Maintaining the **benches placed in the balcony** and increasing their number
25. Following up the procedure to keep **flushes in urinals of every washroom** in the hostel
26. **Plastering** the slabs where leakage is there
27. Proposal for **sound proof music room**
28. Try to resolve **ventilation problem in first floor**
29. Resolving the maintenance related problems of every floor of the wing individually by doing the **needful actions**
30. In case of delay in fulfilling the above-manifested points, we will **clearly convey the reasons** for the delay to hostel residents through a **proper channel**
31. Will work as a team to give our best in resolving the problems of the hostel
32. Always **consult** the previous council members, previous and current General Secretary, Hall Manager, Warden and will welcome the suggestions from residents while taking **crucial decisions**
33. As a team, we will keep all our efforts in the direction of **transparent and responsible governance**